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About This Game

A fantasy voyage through the great mythologies, Loki allows the player to take on the role of one of the four heroes of the
game, each drawn from a different mythology: a mighty Norse fighter, a fierce Greek warrior, a powerful Egyptian magician or

an Aztec shaman who masters the secrets of the spirit world.
Whatever hero the player adopts, he must come to the aid of the gods he worships. He will come to realize that behind the chaos

that is threatening his world lies Seth, the Egyptian god of darkness and evil, who has returned from the kingdom of the dead.
The hero must therefore undertake an epic journey across the various epochs and myths. He will fight a multitude of monsters

of all shapes and sizes, and even overthrow a few gods, on his way to preventing Seth establish his wicked reign.

An epic adventure across four great mythologies - Aztec, Egyptian, Greek and Norse - allowing the player to live
through many of the key episodes that mark these cultures (the siege of Troy, Ragnarok, ......) and setting him in the path
of the most prominent figures within each episode (Achilles, Thor, Akhenaton...)
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Choose from four different heroes with radically different attributes and powers. Each hero has a vast array of spells and
skills to help him through his quest.

More than 100 monsters of all shapes and sizes.

Dare to take on mythological creatures that struck fear into the hearts of our ancestors (Fenrir the giant wolf, the
Minotaur in his labyrinth, ...)

Innumerable story lines through random generation of decors and items, so that nobody lives the same experience and
allowing the game to be played many times without the hero ever having the same set of weapons, armour or spells.

Weapons, being made of two parts (loosely «handle» + «cutting edge») and from different materials, can be customised
at the village forge to change characteristics. Magic runes, found along the way, can multiply a weapon's power.
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After playing this for a few hours, I get a funny, bland, bitter taste in my mouth.... but yet I still keep playing...

On that basis I will recommend it. It's so odd and there are MANY much better games out there, but anything that can suck you
in deserves a thumbs up. If I was THAT bad, you'd stop playing. This is a fantastic game. I loved the original Sacred games
(Sacred 1 and 2) and these brought back some good memories. I am deeply in love with mythology which is basically what gives
this game my full recomendation. If you like RPGs in general, you will like this game. If you like point and click games (Like
Diablo or Sacred) then you will like this game. If you do not like any of which I just listed then this game is not for you. If you
love feeling like a badass and meeting a few badass gods, then go ahead and play! There is a demo for people who are still
unsure.

Also, this game has a sword of stupidity

10/10

 it's ok.. Garbage game, plays something else like torchlight.. its a steaming pile of horse♥♥♥♥♥♥ lacks any tutorial and it
doesnt have any sense of direction on what you are meant to be doing. The inte. replayability για δυνατούς παίκτες.Και πολλά
bugs ! Μην τα χάσετε ! ΛοοοΛ.. This game must be a ♥♥♥♥ing joke.
It is full of bugs, like, you use up a mana potion and it crashes....
Also, the multiplayer function is only for LAN.
IF you manage to make the multiplayer work, only the host gets the items, so it's impossible to play along with your friends if
you want to develop together and yet, you can't use mp pots (so I couldn't advance enough to see other bugs).
Sucks hard even though the game seems good.
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broken (for me). The game is too long (at least 75h to get to loki which requires you to basically run same areas 3 times) and the
character movement is a bit sluggish. Sometimes the game gets bugged and you can not move your character. Still it is a ok
game.. MOST REPETITIVE GAME EVER MADE!!!

+
menu is really awesome

The combat is really fun for like 3-5 hours, then it becomes totally dull and repetitive.

Sounds and soundtrack are really good.

huge enemy variaty, though most are just reskinned versions of originals

Boss battles are really good

+-
crashes at loading screen time to time, but it's okay as all data has been saved somehow.

lots of loading screens, but atleast they are short. Loading screen has pretty cool picture, I really like it

-
The whole game is grinding through corridors or areas full of enemies, you kill millions of them(literraly). Anyway Let's say
quest is to get from point a to point b. You'll get in area full of enemies kill everyone and then get to the other area which is
90% same(might have new enemies, and level design changed like 10%) , this happens 3 times in a row, then you get in
different area with some new enemies and grind through it 3 times. And it goes over and over and over again... I Speedran the
whole♥♥♥♥♥♥ Ran through all enemies without killing many, and finally after 5h of running thorugh areas and not even
trying to grind anything I got to final boss. Guess what!!! It had 3 more eras... so I done same♥♥♥♥♥♥over and over and over
again... After 20h I have speedran those 4 eras and got to final boss. Guess what!!! Killing him is meaningless, I got a bad
ending, and now I have to repeat those 4 eras from begginng again on normal difficulty which is unlocked now... (you can only
play on easy then starting game for the first time so it forces you to repeat everything) ... I gave up at this point. Even if I beated
those 4 eras on normal, You gussed it - you have to beat those 4 areas again on hard... This is beyond insane. What were the
developers thinking??? Who would grind this repetitive mess anyway. Can't believe I beated it on easy. What's interesting is
what half of other 3 eras territories and quests are locked for your era's character so game has like 4 different campgains which
each are very little different, but still it adds a bit replayability if you can call it that way...

Anyway to sum whole gameplay up - If I didn't speedran, and Killed all enemies on all areas the game to beat on easy would
have took me around 100h. And if I wanted the best ending I had to replay it 2 more times which then in total playtime would
be around 300h. But if I wanted to beat it with all 4 characters then the game would have taken me around 1200h.
So yea If you want to 100% this game, it will take around 1200h, good luck with that if you're stupid enough to begin with this
game.

Well it has really a lot of content even through everything is almost the same. and it is fun for first 5 hours so:
6/10. Game was one big level grind. I do not recommend.. I'm gonna keep it simple.
Pros:
- Variety in characters and locations.
- Pretty cool mechanic with god worshipping. Depending on, which deity you decide to worship, you get different skill trees.
- Very satisfying crunchy attacks, lots of blood splatters.
- Sometimes your character automatically dodges enemies' attacks, with a proper animation.

Cons:
- No matter which character you pick, you still get specialised items for other characters. That was okay in Diablo, but here it
looks ridiculous. For example, you're playing in Egypt and getting Norse armour from enemies.
- The skills level up separately from your character.
- Unbalanced difficulty. The earliest enemies gang up on you and kill in seconds.
- The developers apparently knew about the balance issues, cause they made it so you respawn in the same area, where you were
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killed, with all your loot and equipment. So, basically, there's no death penalty, which makes the game boring.
- Loading screenes between areas. And the areas are way smaller than in Diablo 2, which came out 7 years prior and had no
loading between areas.
- The interface, including inventory, is very inconvenient. Picking up items is a chore.
- The game doesn't treat its historical and mythological source materials seriously. For example, as a greek you start in
Heraklion, which is a cretan city, but a number of greek cities had the same name with a different spelling. I couldn't find any
sources of a city with such name existing in Asia Minor. Yet, when we start out, in the very first area outside the city, we are
attacked by the amazons, who, according to many different accounts, lived at the very least in Anatolia, if not further away from
Greece.
- There is a ton of bugs.
- Terrible voice acting.
- The graphic settings are pretty limited. There's not even a brightness setting.
- The game simply needs A LOT of polish. You could even possibly call it broken. In less than an hour of playing it, one NPC
didn't complete my quest, another NPC didn't have a marker of quest completion, and also I realised, that if you zoom in to the
max, you can see the enemies, that cannot see you, and you can shoot at them. Some of them are frozen, because their animation
only starts playing, if you come a little closer. Not to mention countless framerate drops. I mean, I do have a wak computer, but
this game is from 2007.. I cant get this game to open. it freezes when I am trying to choose who I want to be.. I have FX 8350
black edition, GTX 760, WIN7, 10G ram. My pc is not good but it is still decent and yet this game runs below 30 fps at ultra,
some times it even runs at 15. Diablo 3 at ultra setting runs better than this.

If you wish to buy this game at 90% sale, save your money and invest at better rpg games.. Since my laptop wont play Sacred, I
tried Loki. Soo glad I did. Im a big fan of the Hacknslash rpgs. easy play a nice graphics considering I do not have a fancy
gaming card.. I have played about 10hrs of this game & think it's kinda lame when u look @ how the maps are drawn out.
@ 1st i was gonna compare this to " Titans Quest" but it's nowhere as good as TQ.
I played this game for an hr or 2 within the 1st yr it was released & didn't think much of it then.Since then my view of the game
hasn't changed much other then i like how u can disasemble/assemble & something else with the weapons & armor.
the game controls can be "clunky" & unresponsive.

If there isn't a 75% + sale I would NOT recommend buying this game.
The music is good & i'll look in the folders to see if i can listen to it when i want to.

I score this game a 6/10. Did not work on Windows 10.
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